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Campus Summit
Next Steps
Next Steps: Implementation

- Resources Working Group to broadly identify costs of DF recommendations that have the most support.
- Will develop implementation plan for a subset of supported items, based on criteria similar to those used for climate retreat:
  - Actionable, measurable, fundable (cost/ROI), and positively impacting student learning, research productivity or university operations.
Next Steps: Implementation

- Holding meetings with UITS leadership and the Learning Technology Center staff to review Campus Summit results
- Will offer Round 2 of Digital Future grants; look for RFP in October.
- Digital future planning in academic departments and non-academic units.
Next Steps: Events

• Will sponsor (and co-sponsor) a series of Digital Future events
  • Center for 21st Century Studies speakers
    – Richard Rodgers, digital methods, Nov. 2
    – Lev Manovich, cultural analytics, spring, tba
  • Session on The Encyclopedia of Milwaukee
  • Digital Future grant project
  • Full event calendar available in October
Next Steps

- Reflecting the rapid pace of technological change, we are developing a way for the campus community to add innovative ideas for a future phase of Digital Future implementation.
- Will use DF website to communicate on action items & to track progress.
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